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LEVEL ONE - INTRODUCTION

Player starts game. Player is in a blank room with a hallway

up ahead. Player follows hallway into a room where a BUTTON

sits on a small pedestal.

The player presses the BUTTON, and two voices, MONTAGUE and

LARRY, are introduced.

MONTAGUE

Ah, my word, Larry! Larry, look!

Come see, we have a visitor at last

who can press a BUTTON! Ah, how

rude of me, let me introduce

myself, I am SIR MONTAGUE Q. KAZOO

VAN HIGGINHOUSER the - (cutoff)

LARRY

Well look who the (BLEEP)ing cat

dragged in. Hey there sunshine!

Come to smell the flowers and kiss

Monty’s (BLEEP)?

MONTAGUE

Larry, I know politeness is hard

for you to come by, but could you

be kind to our new guest?

LARRY

Pfft, whatever you say your

lordship. Hey smart-(BLEEP), why

don’t you go down this hallway so

we can get going already.

A door opens to the next hallway.

Player enters hallway and finds themselves in another room.

This time, with a bottomless pit between the player and the

next hallway, along with two floating platforms in between,

a GREEN one on the left and a RED one on the right.

LARRY

Ehh... Which one of these platforms

is the safest route, again?

MONTAGUE

Hmph, unlike you, I know which one

our friend here should take. But

I’d rather not tell.

LARRY

Come on Monty, it’s two (BLEEP)ing

platforms, not a boss in some

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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LARRY (cont’d)
dungeon. What’s the harm in guidin’

em by the hand a little?

MONTAGUE

(Sighs)

Ignore him, he tends to get a

little overzealous in the presence

of new people. You, however, seem

stuck; allow me to suggest you try

the GREEN one.

LARRY

I wouldn’t trust Monty, but I don’t

have as good a depth perception as

I used to so... do whatever.

*If the player jumps on the RED platform, the player will

drop into the pit and die, resetting the game. They have

been TRICKED.

As the player walks back to the platforms, the two

characters react to the player’s decision.

MONTAGUE

And that, my silent friend, is what

happens when you don’t listen to

your betters. I am trying to help

you through this rather unfortunate

predicament you are in. Take the

GREEN platform this time.

***If the player jumps on the RED platform again, the game

resets and the following dialogue plays.

MONTAGUE

Really? You jumped to your

metaphorical doom again?

LARRY

Hah.

This dialogue repeats each time the player dies to the RED

platform until they use the GREEN platform.

*If the player uses the GREEN platform, they will cross the

pit safely and the following dialogue begins.

MONTAGUE

Ah see? Keep following my lead

friend and we’ll get you out of

there in no time.

(CONTINUED)
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LARRY

And by get you out of there, he

means throw you into another,

larger pit of doom. And I bet it’ll

be on fire too.

MONTAGUE

Just go to the next room and enter

that blue light. It’ll get you

closer to getting out of here.

Player proceeds to LEVEL TWO.

LEVEL TWO - VLADIMIR

Player enters a room with two different pathways, YELLOW and

BLUE. Introduce character VLADIMIR (SLAV).

MONTAGUE

My, my, it got darker... spooky.

LARRY

Ah, this Scotch hits the spot. A

lot better than whatever that swill

was Monty was drinking earlier.

VLADIMIR

Is true. Tasted like wet dog smells

after first snowfall in old

country.

LARRY

Vlad, my man, my man! How are ya?

VLADIMIR

It is pleasure to see you again

Larry... Montague.

MONTAGUE

Slav... (pause) Anyways friend, how

about you head over to that YELLOW

path over there.

LARRY

Yeah, just like Dorothy. Look how

well that turned out for her...

wait.

MONTAGUE

Larry, this road isn’t made of

bricks.

(CONTINUED)
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VLADIMIR

No, is made of lies. Like KGB. If

player follows that path, they will

be SOL.

MONTAGUE

By all means then, follow these two

inebriated morons. I’m sure the

BLUE path won’t make you blue.

*If player goes to YELLOW pathway, player is TRICKED. The

YELLOW path leads to a DEAD END, with a sign saying "LOL,

L2GITGUD, LARRY WUZ HERE and BLEEP".

MONTAGUE

That wasn’t there before... Larry?

VLADIMIR

Is from last time Larry and I had

spray paint and wanted to add more

color to this boring place. Is all

white squares. Like you.

LARRY

Guess you gotta follow my

directions now, cupcake! Bam!

*If player goes to BLUE pathway, player continues to LEVEL

THREE. Player can die if they fall off a platform,

restarting the level.

LEVEL THREE - JIN

Player enters a room similar to the one from LEVEL TWO with

two paths, this time RED and PURPLE. Introduce JIN.

JIN

I would maybe follow the RED path.

Red is a passionate color, or so

I’m told. Maybe we could find some

passion together.

LARRY

Wait, who the (BLEEP) are you?

MONTAGUE

Come now Larry, don’t you remember

our old friend Jin?

LARRY

Ah, yeah. He’s the weirdo that

enjoys devouring candy, right?

(CONTINUED)
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JIN

Maybe if you go on the RED path, it

will take you home. Wherever that

is. Or maybe there will be candy.

That’s always nice too.

LARRY

Does he even know we’re here?

MONTAGUE

I have no idea, but the RED path

seems promising. I’d suggest you

follow JIN’s advice.

*If player goes to the RED pathway, player is TRICKED. At

the end of the path, the player finds two pieces of CANDY. A

SHMARS BAR and a HARD CANDY.

JIN

I was right, there is candy here.

LARRY

SHMARS BAR! I called it.

MONTAGUE

Why, they both look tempting to

eat... but that candy corn there

looks so mysterious. As opposed to

that plebeian chocolate bar you can

get anywhere, this mystery candy

looks very delectable indeed.

***If the player eats the the SHARMS BAR, an eating sound

effect plays, and nothing happens.

LARRY

You (BLEEP)er. I wanted that

chocolate for myself! I bet it was

delicious... Anyway, if you still

want to get out of this (BLEEP)ing

place, take the PURPLE path.

***If player eats the HARD CANDY, the screen blurs or

blackens with the player falling over. Player dies and the

level resets with Monty, Larry and Jin repeating their

original starting dialogue.

***If the player leaves the room without the CANDY, the

following dialogue plays.

JIN

More for me then. A bonbon of

passion to dull the pain.

(CONTINUED)
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LARRY

Ugh (BLEEP) you, Jin. If you still

want to get out of this (BLEEP)ing

place, take the PURPLE path.

*If player goes to PURPLE pathway they will encounter a few

more difficult jumping puzzles. Player then continues to

LEVEL FOUR.

LEVEL FOUR - MARY

Player enters a room with two pathways, ORANGE and DARK

GREEN. Introduce MARY.

JIN

No candy here. Or passion.

Disappointing.

MONTAGUE

Not entire true. There’s my sweet

little bundle of joy now. Hello

little lamb.

MARY

MONTY! And I see you brought us

another playth- I mean, a new

friend! Yes! My name is MARY and I

like having new friends to play

with. Teehee!

LARRY

Oh god I don’t need that squeak in

my ear when I’m already hung over.

MARY

Monty, he smells funny, like wet

dog. I don’t like him.

LARRY

The feeling’s mutual, sweetcheeks.

MONTAGUE

Quiet you two, our titular

protagonist still needs guidance.

The environs are getting a bit more

treacherous now. I think the ORANGE

path of safety will win the day

here.

MARY

Mmm, orange juice would really hit

the spot right now.

(CONTINUED)
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LARRY

I’ve sure got something to hit.

Hey, didn’t we already have a GREEN

pathway before? And that even

proved to be the right path! Hit

the DARKER GREEN path, muchacho!

*If player goes to ORANGE pathway, player is TRICKED.

*If player goes to DARK GREEN pathway, player continues to

LEVEL FIVE.

LEVEL FIVE - MORSE

Player enters a room with two pathways, TEAL and PINK.

Introduce MORSE (MOE).

MONTAGUE

My-my we are running out of colors

to use. Maybe Morse here can help

out with that.

LARRY

Don’t you mean Moe?

MONTAGUE

(Sighs)

Morse, as in Morse code. He’s

sentient Morse code.

MORSE

(Translate: Do not trust

Monty)

-.. --- / -. --- - / - .-. ..- ...

- / -- --- -. - -.--

LARRY

Eh, umm, is he saying to go over to

that blue-green TEAL turquoise of a

color? My beep beep is a little

rusty.

MONTAGUE

Pay no attention to the man behind

the bottle. He is a blithering

idiot with no knowledge of Morse

code. Morse is saying that the

obvious path is the innocent

looking PINK path ahead of you.

(CONTINUED)
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LARRY

Monty sure is a kidder huh? You’re

better off going your own way, like

ol’ (hiccup) Larry!

*If player goes to PINK pathway, player is TRICKED.

*If player goes to TEAL pathway the following dialogue plays

as they follow the path.

MORSE

(Translate: I wish you luck)

.. / .-- .. ... .... / -.-- --- ..-

/ .-.. ..- -.-. -.-

LARRY

Uh, you need to use the bathroom?

MONTAGUE

Code does not urinate, Larry.

LARRY

How do you know? Maybe being a

series of beeps and whirs is a

pretty (BLEEP)y existence! Haha!

MONTAGUE

Oh for the love of... ugh.

At the end of the path, there is a glorious big RED BUTTON

on the wall and a hallway next to it.

MONTAGUE

Now, just a little farther... ah,

look there, a glorious big RED

BUTTON. Now, just to be safe, I

would say to not - actually, press

it.

(beat)

Go on, press the BUTTON.

LARRY

Ah, what the hell. I’m curious to

see what happens.

*If the player presses the BUTTON, the following dialogue

occurs.

LARRY

Huh, that’s odd. The BUTTON must be

drunk! Press it again!

(CONTINUED)
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MONTAGUE

Or we can continue forth in our

journey like nothing happ- (cutoff)

Windows error sound is hear as a fake blue screen of death

is displayed. After a few moments of silence, heavy laughter

is heard, followed by the following dialogue.

MONTAGUE

I told you our next visitor would

fall for it.

LARRY

And now I owe you a bottle of gin!

Well played you posh old (BLEEP).

JIN

Wait, I don’t appear to be inside a

bottle.

MARY

Monty! You promised me orange

juice!

MONTAGUE

Time to celebrate this failure.

Slav, bring out your finest vodka!

VLADIMIR

I had it brought in all the way

from old country just for this

occasion. Toast to us!

JIN

I’ll go buy some candy.

MORSE

(Translate: Fools)

..-. --- --- .-.. ...

LARRY

Moe actually meant to say that you

are now going to start back all the

way to the beginning of the game.

Adiós (BLEEP)er!

Game restarts to LEVEL ONE.

*If player does NOT press BUTTON and proceeds into the

hallway, close the door behind them.

(CONTINUED)
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LARRY

W-What, didn’t you want to press it

and see what sort of madness would

happen? You should have pressed

that BUTTON, you (BLEEP)

(BLEEP)-ing (BLEEP)!

MONTAGUE

My my, Larry, give me that bottle.

Friend, you made the right choice.

Onwards to a grander oblivion!

The game will end with the player waking up and finding

themselves inside their bedroom. The player looks around,

thinking that Larry and Montague’s voices can still be

silently heard, but instead leans their head back to go back

to sleep.


